
The Invitation
This is an Exclusive and Extraordinary Invitation.  We 
have determined that making a difference and leaving 
a legacy is already what you do.  That is what you are 
best known for.  It has propelled you to where you are 
and defined you as who you are, and now you may be 
at that point in your life where it’s time to give back.  

We know you still believe in making a solid ROI but 
you also see the value in helping others.  Well, an 
out of this world opportunity has come to fruition 
that gives you the ability to do both.  You are asking 
about the returns?  The returns are so good that we can’t  
publish them, no one would believe us.  So high in fact, 
that even after giving 30% away annually we will still 
double your investment capital with asset growth in 
less than two years.  Now, the question for you is, will 
you accept this invitation?  Will you be a part of this  
Exclusive, Unique group of 7? 
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To touch a life is to LIVE.

The whole story behind my business started way back in 1992 when I was given a call to create wealth to give back to society 

and impact people’s lives in real and powerful ways.  Having not come from money, I spent a lot of time reflecting on how I 

could bring this to fruition.  

Sadly, in January 2001, a major trauma was brought upon my family. There was a knock on my door and I heard the 

words I never thought I would hear. The officers brought the news that my wife and 15 -month-old daughter were in an  

automobile accident. They told me that my daughter Brittney had passed and that my wife was being airlifted to the hospital 

with life threatening injuries. I was elated to hear that my wife had survived – but the news of Brittney’s death was obviously  

devastating.

This tragic event opened a new chapter in my life and since that day I have not been the same.  Most marriages fail after the 

loss of a child; in fact approximately 80% do. I am truly grateful this is not my story. My wife and I have come out with a 

testimony that I would never trade in for anything.  This tragic event has only helped to propel me further to fulfill my calling 

to make an impact in society.  On a happy note, today I have three beautiful, amazing children.  I view my little ones as my 

little miracles and everyday they inspire me to keep pushing further. 

Six months after the accident I started a real estate investment company.  As this was a new venture for me, there were a lot of 

highs and lows.  Thankfully today, I am a foreclosure and joint venture expert.  I have been running my real estate investment 

companies successfully for the last eight years. I have been able to help hundreds of families who have fallen into foreclosure. 

Joint venturing, one-by-one, property-by-property, became a powerful segue into syndication for larger projects.

Eventually, in 2008, I started the company Dynamic Growth Investments Corp. (DGI) that acts as a guide to “Grace based 

Giving”.  The business model is to give 30% of gross profits away annually.  Then, in 2009 I started Garrison Wealth Group 

LP. This business was formed with the plan to raise funds toward a US REO-based blind pool.  The ROI was amazing, over 

12.5% per year - as well as 50% profit sharing. We knew as a leadership team that we had a great opportunity to over-deliver 

and that two times the posted returns were very possible.  Unfortunately, raising capital during the onset of a recession was 

like pushing water up a hill. Subsequently, in 2010 the project was shelved.

As a team, we continued to look for ways to buy REO’s in bulk.  In March 2011, we found a channel to purchase REO’s at 

discounts up to 65% of today’s fair market value.  This opportunity is far greater than the one I previously described.   In fact, 

our plan is to give away a minimum of 30% of the profits annually.  Take the profits left over and buy properties CASH with 

earned income. At this point we will start to distribute Cash On Cash returns.  Within one year we will be able to control up-to 

32 million in assets.  This is after having given away almost 10 million to Grace Based Giving initiatives.

We have coined this “Pay It Forward Investing”.  If the possibility of being able to help bring this into reality, leaves you 

touched moved and inspired, then I invite you to make your mark.  Choose to be one of the Group of Seven.

This investment will more than double your investment capital with asset growth in less than two years.  But that not what this 

is all about.  At all! Our focus is on creating as sustainable asset base and giving back at the same time.

How many people will we touch?  How many lives will be changed forever?

Have a look!  The Offering Memorandum’s final touches will be prepared by Bennett Jones LLP.  Look through the package 

and let’s create history together.

Thank You,

Greg Handel



The Soul Purpose of This 
Investment...

The Sole Purpose of this  
investment is to create wealth 
and give it away.  How many 
people will we touch?  How 
many lives will we change?  
How many problems will we 
solve?  That really depends  
on you!

Are You One of the Group of 7?

This is a real “Capsule of Opportunity”; this is why it is 
a “Unique Future Objective.”  You have been invited to 
take a seat because you have always been ahead of your 
time.  There are only 7 Seats available in this “Unique, 
Far Out there Investment Capsule.”  You have been  
carefully identified and especially chosen to fill one of 
these seats.   

Which one of them will you fill?   

How Many People Will We Touch?

Your accomplishments are evidence that you have  
impacted the lives of others.  You have already made such a 
profound difference.  Your whole life is a about  
leaving a legacy.  You can now take advantage of 
a brand new opportunity to do it all over again.  It is 
natural for you to be magnanimous and play big.  
That’s one thing that sets you apart and defines your  
uniqueness.  This invitation calls for you to step into that 
role of bigness, accept it and you will create and cause 
new futures for others.

 
 
Who is DGI?
  
We exist to change the course of human history by  
altering the business conversation.  Imagine a  
company whose sole intention is to help a select group of  
companies succeed and experience Dynamic Growth!  
That is who we are.

Pay It Forward Investing. 
The soul purpose of this investment is to give it away.
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Opportunity - Garrison LP

The sub-prime mortgage crisis is contributing to 
the jump in foreclosures. Many home owners  
refinanced adjustable rate loans and currently 
owe more than their home is worth.

While many Americans are anxious about 
the real estate market, foreign investors  
see, apartments, hotels, shopping centres,  
warehouses, offices, and single family homes as 
good investments.

There are millions of homeowners facing  
foreclosure. According to Realty Trac  
information, there have been two dips in the 
amount of foreclosures due to the way banks 
and mortgage lenders are processing or adjusting 
their way of dealing with homeowners who are in  
foreclosure. There are another 3.7 million  
properties that are in foreclosure but not yet on 
the REO market or being listed for sale.

We have a bulk REO buying channel that allows 
us to purchase single family homes at discounts 

of up to 65% of today’s fair market value. These 
types of opportunities are on a generational  
cycle of 30 years plus and will likely not be seen 
again in our lifetime. Truly, this is an out of this  
world opportunity!

Through research, we have identified six states to 
focus on. These states have the highest amount 
of foreclosures with the strongest potential for 
economic recovery. The first phase of thirty five 
million dollars will be invested exclusively in 
Arizona’s Phoenix metropolitan area.  While we 
have the option to purchase in any state (see the 
offering memorandum for further details) it is our 
plan to conduct business in the following states: 

• Arizona • Texas • Colorado • Florida  
• California• New York 



Pay It Forward Investing. 
The soul purpose of this investment is to give it away.
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President: Greg Handel

Greg Handel is the  
founder of several companies  
including  GIC Investments  
Corp, Choice Property Offers 
Inc., Dynamic Growth Invest-
ments and Equity Preservation 
Inc. He has been around real 
estate all his life as his father 
worked as a broker and realtor 
in both residential and commer-
cial real estate. Greg studied  
commerce at the University 

of Calgary and has taken all the courses towards his  
Microsoft Certifications as a Microsoft Certified Systems  
Engineer and a Microsoft Certified Database  
Administrator.

His early work was in management here in Cal-
gary before moving onto a position as Manager of  
Technology Consulting for Meyers  
Norris Penny, an accounting firm. He then 
moved on to a senior broker position with  
Sigma Explorations Inc, where he worked during the  
initial years of GIC. His dedication and drive have  
allowed him to far exceed his expectations in past roles, 
and he brings that desire to succeed, combined with his 
passion for people, to the daily operations of DGI and 
GIC.

He is highly trained in the area of sales and marketing. 
He values people above property. He is the leader of 
the ever growing team of commited people at Dynamic 
Growth Investments Corp. who come together to make 
this company so effective at what it does.

Sales Manager: Peter Baptiste

Six years ago, though I was 
well educated and trained as a  
spiritual leader, minister and 
business professional, I was 
broke. I knew nothing of my own 
personal wealth and believed my 
earning potential and power to 
make a difference was limited. 
Even worse, I felt shackled to 
my debts. They just kept hanging 
around.

I had pennies in my pockets, nothing in the bank and  
creditors calling”!  Finally, I said enough is enough! I 
resolved to conquer this problem. I took real estate 
courses and personal development courses. I confronted 
my fears about life and my beliefs about money, and 
changed my attitude and view of life to one where I saw 
myself abundant and giving. 

I quickly gave up the story that I can’t make a difference 
and started looking for ways to help, give and empower 
others.  I took on sharing myself in ways that uplifted 
and blessed others. I made bold, daring moves on faith 
alone, like moving and redesigning myself to be a real 
estate investor.  I bought 5 homes with little or no mon-
ey down totaling one million dollars in value. And, in 
the last six years I’ve helped over 100 struggling fami-
lies turn their financial life around.  In addition I offer  
ongoing support to them through my ministry and one-
on-one business coaching.

Now, after hearing the multiple stories of hardship at 
kitchen tables, I found out something. Many people 

Management Team:



out there who are struggling really need a hand-up 
not a hand-out.  I would love to help play a role in  
causing that transformative touch that can make a  
profound and lasting difference in their lives.  What does 
this mean for me now?  It means I have to take on playing  
a bigger game.  A game of causing new futures for peo-
ple that would not have happened if I didn’t show up. 
A game in which I get to be compassionate, caring and  
philanthropic.   

Playing this big game of contribution and paying it 
forward into the lives and futures of others is not only  
rewarding, and satisfying, but it is life changing for 
me.  I feel the share joy of participating in this Unique  
Future Objective.  Have you been thinking about the 
great impact you will make through this investment like 
I have?  I just cant help thinking about it.  As I talk to  
investors and others about this opportunity I often  
ponder the question, how many people will we touch? 
How many lives will we change?  Will you be one of the 
unique group of 7?

Realtor - Arizona: Chad Grabham

I was born and raised in  
Kentucky. I moved to Arizona 
in 1995. I am blessed with a  
wonderful wife and two beautiful  
daughters. I enjoy reading, hiking, 
golf, and walks with my family. I 
am involved with a great church 
and enjoy helping impact lives in a 
positive way.

 After working in the customer  
service industry for over ten years, I decided to make a 
career change and started 

my Real Estate career in 2003. Since then, I have earned 
my GRI designation and also have opened my own  
brokerage firm which I am the designated broker.  I found 
something that I really enjoy and am passionate about. 
I pride myself on excellent customer service and will 
utilize my enthusiasm to make any home buying/selling 
experience a great one. Don’t be afraid to ask anything 
of me. I have an energy level that won’t quit. And while 
I’m fast tracking, I have the focus that never lets a detail 
slip by. While lots of Realtors do their homework, I take 
it to a higher level because I know that buying or sell-
ing a home is a big event in your life. I study the market 
trends and statistics on a daily basis in order to serve 
you better. I’m a get-the-job done person with serious  
listening abilities. Many agents think their most  
important job is satisfying the customer. I don’t think 
that’s true. I believe that satisfying the customer is simply 
the minimum requirement for staying in business. I work 
constantly to improve our process, systems, and ser-
vices to go well beyond the standard level of “service”  
provided by most agents.

Challenge me, and I’ll find a fresh road to the finish line.

Pay It Forward Investing. 
The soul purpose of this investment is to give it away.



Action Steps
• Accept the invitation 

• Get on board

• Choose your seat

• Write the Check

•  Be the change you want  

to see in the world

Garrison Wealth GroupLP

Pay It Forward Investing. 
The soul purpose of this investment is to give it away.

Moving Forward
  

Thank you for considering being a part of the group 

of seven investors that will make Garrison Wealth 

Group 1 LP a reality. The enclosed DVD 
contains a detailed presentation 
of our entire operational plan, 
we invite you to call to set up an  
individual meeting with myself 
and Peter at your convenience. We 

are looking forward to working with you to use this 

unique opportunity to touch the lives of hundreds 

of thousands of people. My direct number is 

403.775.9021 or you can e-mail me at 

handelg@dgialive.com.

Results

Making new futures available for others.   

Altering the trajectory of economic broken-

ness in society and changing the conversation 

of poverty for thousands.  Generating  

and causing unpredictable events 

that give rise to new stories 

of hope, belief, possibility 

and breakthrough.


